
effective intervention in the genome have
been underestimated. Complications such
as genetic control elements that act over 
a long distance, and overlapping gene
domains, make clean genomic intervention
difficult. The use of model systems and mol-
ecular analysis of human disease is giving us
insight into the complexities of gene regula-
tory mechanisms, and it seems premature to
tinker with many of these delicate systems.
The amazing thing about mammalian devel-
opment is not that it sometimes goes wrong,
but that it ever succeeds. n

Veronica van Heyningen is in the MRC Human
Genetics Unit, Western General Hospital,
Edinburgh EH4 2XU, UK.
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The Surprising Archaea:
Discovering Another 
Domain of Life
by John L. Howland
Oxford University Press: 2000. 214 pp.
£19.95, $29.95

P. G. Willmer

Life just keeps on multiplying. When we
were very young there were Animals and
Plants, which Carolus Linnaeus happily con-
firmed for us, but which grew into three
‘kingdoms’ when we had to add on the uni-
cellular things. At school we learned to rec-
ognize that unicells came in eukaryotic and
prokaryotic versions, those respectively with
or without their DNA packaged in a nucleus.
A little later, and we had barely learned to
love Lynn Margulis’ definitive five kingdoms
when the molecular lobby started to tell us
that the two ‘simplest’ of these were each in
themselves multiples of many kinds of 
unicellular life-forms. Now the evidence of
molecular biologists is forcing us to rec-
ognize that not only can life be categorized 
into five, or even more, kingdoms, but 
also according to a parallel system of 
three ‘domains’ (Eukaryota, Bacteria and
Archaea). John Howland’s book takes us on a
tour of the third domain, the Archaea.
Prokaryotic, but not bacterial, they pursue
their peculiar lifestyles in the more extreme
environments of Earth, as they may have
done for perhaps 3.5 billion years.

This biography of their discovery, and the
gradual revelation of their unique biochem-
istry and adaptability, tells a fascinating
story. The ‘Surprising’ of the title hardly does
them justice; these creatures are genuinely
amazing, and we all need to know more
about them. This short book works as an
introduction, but it could have been so 
much better if its target audience had 
been more carefully defined, without the

jumps from chatty informality (reflected in
sub-headings) to stilted academic prose.
Some strange choices have been made about
what needs careful explaining for the general
reader and what is assumed knowledge,
while biologists will find the background
excessive and the repetition irritating. And
instructions on how to obtain archaeal cul-
tures are surely pointless for anyone. 

Above all, the book badly needs improved
illustration. The few figures are mainly of
technical points; photographs don’t appear
until 80 pages in, and the quality is then so
poor as to make them almost useless. The
Archaea  may not be very photogenic, but
surely line drawings would give us a picture
image to hang our thoughts around.
Descriptions just won’t do, unless they are
brilliantly written; here, the narrations of the
weird archaean cell structures, and their
modes of division, are sometimes quite
impossible to figure out.

The crucial question for me was how the
Archaea differ from the other two domains.
The key answer lies with molecular phyl-
ogeny; comparative ribosomal RNA analyses
put them quite separate from Eubacteria —
the other prokaryotes — and the eukaryotes
(perhaps nearer the latter). But we are not
told about the other key features of Archaea
until the fourth chapter, and even then it is
easy to get lost; I had to struggle to assemble
my own list of what makes these organisms
different. This wasn’t helped by an unusually
high error rate in text and captions; most are
trivial and obvious, but when we are told that
archaeal lipids contain “either” bonds
instead of “ether” bonds, it only adds to the
confusion. (And while we are quibbling, only
genera and species should be italicized; here,
the domains and sometimes the phyla get
italics, perpetuating the muddle.)

The book comes into its own, though, in

taking us through the breathtaking range of
lifestyles and metabolisms of the Archaea.
They are the real extremophiles — living in
soda and salt lakes (where they pump chlo-
ride and nitrate out across their unique —
sometimes purple — version of the cell mem-
brane); in anoxic muds, animal guts and the
rocky pillars of deep-sea vents (where they
metabolize sulphides and release methane to
compound greenhouse warming); and in hot
springs in excess of 90 7C (where they manage
to keep proteins and membranes functioning
against all precedent). One species lives,
bizarrely, only in the hot, deep wastes of coal
mines, which can have only existed as a habi-
tat for a few hundred years.

Later chapters give us real insight into the
importance of the Archaea, and what they
may tell us about the Earth’s original chi-
maeric, gene-exchanging life-forms, and
possibly about potential life-forms deep
within the apparently barren rocks of other
extraterrestrial objects.

I had wanted to know more about the
Archaea, and now do. And most biologists
concerned with life’s beginnings, the phy-
logeny of modern taxa and the adaptability
of cellular machineries will appreciate this
volume. The final chapter, on the future of
the Archaea, should be compulsory reading,
not just for those interested in genes, evolu-
tion and biodiversity, but also for fuel scien-
tists, chemical engineers and pharmacol-
ogists, who may well find that the Archaea
have already solved some of their problems
for them. But we might have learned more,
and more easily, if its text had been shortened
to reduce repetition, and the space devoted
to tabulations, flow diagrams and drawings.
Let’s hope that some publisher hears this plea
to multiply the media, as well as the taxa. n

P. G. Willmer is in the School of Biology, University
of St Andrews, Fife KY16 9TS, UK.
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Air Apparent: How Meteorologists
Learned to Map, Predict, and
Dramatize Weather
by Mark Monmonier
University of Chicago Press, £11, $17
“The targeted readership includes both
cartographic historians and weather enthusiasts
drawn predominantly from the United States.
Monmonier’s approach is that of the academic
cartographer, and this particular slant both gives
the book its charm and defines its weaknesses.”
Huw C. Davies, Nature 400, 523–524 (1999)

Classification of Mammals: Above the
Species Level
by Malcolm McKenna & Susan K. Bell
Columbia University Press, $50, £31
“The classification of extant and fossil mammals
by McKenna and Bell will be the classic reference

work for all investigators interested in
mammalian evolutionary biology.” Jean-Louis
Hartenberger, Nature 392, 350–351 (1998)

The Search for Life on Mars
by Malcolm Walter
Perseus Books, $15
“Throughout, Walter expresses his feelings about
the joy of science, the thrill of the hunt, the
difficulty of being sure about anything in the
complex geobiological setting, and the
frustrations of being half-right, or even wrong, as
the work has proceeded.” Kenneth Nealson,
Nature 406, 936–937 (2000)

Speaking in the Air: A History of the
Idea of Communication
by John Durham Peters
University of Chicago Press, $16, £10.50
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